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Transform  
Predictive Analytics 
into Decisions
For your mobile computers, printers and scanners

Devices are critical to your operations and if they’re not 

operating at their peak, it can hurt your business. Managing 

hundreds or thousands of mobile computers, printers and 

scanners can be tough—and a Mobile Device Management 

(MDM) system does not provide predictive insights you need for 

data-driven decisions. 

Empower users with a solution that provides device health and 

utilization insights for your Zebra mobile computers, printers 

and scanners. Offer operational insights with historical data 

trends and actionable predictive intelligence to help prevent 

employee downtime, improve efficiency and bring costs down—

all with a single dashboard, Zebra VisibilityIQ™ Foresight. 
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A Full View of Your
Mobile Device Health
Get more out of your investment. Understand your entire fleet 

of mobile computers in one comprehensive view to prevent 

employee and device downtime. Know the state of your device 

health and utilization while getting historical trends and analytics 

to plan for device repair or replacement.

With operational insight reports and APIs, you can track all your 

mobile or stationary printers with a simple add-on to the existing 

Zebra VisibilityIQ™ Foresight solution. Get near real-time access to 

the current health and state of your printers to keep them running 

efficiently. 

With more visibility into your printer inventory 

Keep Operations Running 
Smoothly from Anywhere

Manage
Your Battery
Health 
Eliminate mid-shift battery 

swaps with data on remaining 

life of your batteries, 

inventory levels and which 

batteries need to be taken 

out of circulation and 

replenished.

Utilization

Maximize efficiency by knowing where and how your 

printers are being used

Settings

Maintain print quality with the ability to monitor settings 

and keep them set optimally

Alerts

Keep operations moving with customizable printer alerts 

and notifications

Battery Usage

Prevent worker downtime by removing underperforming 

batteries from circulation

Scanner 
Inventory and 
Utilization 
Quickly understand your 

scanner inventory status and 

utilization trends to ensure 

your business is appropriately 

productive and efficient.
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Up to

of devices are lost

in the industry on average

With a large fleet to manage,

this could equate to a loss  

of hundreds or thousands  

of devices, resulting in  

high unexpected costs  

and downtime.1

15%

Go Beyond Device Management—
With Prescriptive Insights

Prevent Device Loss
with Predictive Insights 

Zebra VisibilityIQ™ Foresight goes beyond simple device 

management. It provides operational insights on historical data 

trending, current state health and actionable predictive intelligence 

to prevent issues and empower informed decisions. 

What if I have an MDM or in-house system already?  

Zebra VisibilityIQ™ Foresight complements your system by 

integrating with your MDM to extract your data and combine 

ours to provide the actionable insights your current system 

cannot provide on its own. And if you don’t have an MDM, Zebra 

VisibilityIQ™ Foresight can share device insights alone.

Losing or misplacing a device, or hundreds of devices, costs you. 

To reduce loss, you need to understand where, when and how a 

device is trending toward a lost state. 

Predict and reduce device loss by tracking device locations and 

unusual activity through machine learning analytics. Plus, with the 

ability to send audio and visual notifications for device tracking, 

you can recover devices quickly while avoiding disruption in your 

workflows. 

With device loss reduction, you can: 

Prevent Devices from Being Lost

Reduce costs of replacements by predicting which 

devices are at risk with past trends 

Avoid Downtime During a Switch 

Keep productivity high by ensuring workers have the 

tools they need 

Keep Your Fleet Up to Date 

Plan for upgrades with historical data on lifespans 

and expirations

Streamline 
Operations 
with Zebra’s 
APIs 

Leverage key data points like 

device health, utilization and 

support by integrating them 

into your own management 

systems to provide a 

customizable view of  

your business.

Zebra Account Managers or Partners: Communicate with customers to become early 

adopters for Device Loss Reduction coming 2022.

1. Source: Self-reporting Zebra customers, Zebra Technologies, 2021
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NA and Corporate Headquarters
+1 800 423 0442
inquiry4@zebra.com

Asia-Pacific Headquarters
+65 6858 0722
contact.apac@zebra.com

EMEA Headquarters
zebra.com/locations
contact.emea@zebra.com

Latin America Headquarters
+1 847 955 9494
la.contactme@zebra.com

Why Zebra?
Zebra is always innovating to earn our role as your 
trusted partner—a role 50 years in the making. 
From hardware and devices to software and 
solutions, trust in Zebra to solve your challenges 
and exceed your operational goals. 

Get started with:

Contact your Zebra account manager or 
partner for more information. 

www.zebra.com/visibilityiq/foresight
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